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‘ prearnble is not necessary to give ‘I'life, meaning and vita

‘ .that_

eraliir do notlimit the clairnsbecause the patentability of apparatus or composition claims depends

on the claimed structure, not on the use orpurpose of that Sl‘.'l’l.lCtl1.l.'C.;' Id. "‘Thus, preamble lan-

guage merely" extolling benefits or features of the claimed invention doe.s'not limit the claim scope

without clear reliance on those benefits or features as paten tahly Slgl'_l.lfi-I'.'a|!lL” id -

With the foregoing, the claims" do not recite the prearnbleinjcpson form, nor do

. the_ lirnitations of the claim body rely on the disputed limitation for antecedent basis, nor does the

preamble recite important additional structure. Furthermore, it is apparent from reading thebody of

the that the is directed'_to_an apparatus that receives television transmissions; thus, the"

'ty” to the Nor did Harvey at-oi rely

on the preambles during prosecution to distinguish prior art or emphasize patentability. —In short,

‘the preamble simply serves “as a convenient label for the invention as a whole," and thus should not

be construed as .5}: .5‘tarag:IT:cbaa1o¢gy, 329 F.3d at 831. Thus, construction of the terrn
- “television receiver system” need not be reached.

c) Recommended Construction

In viewiof the foregoing. therefore, the special master recommends that the Court conclude

The preambles of claims 8, 10, 11 and 44 are not I

11. I _“lprocessor" _

__ _ _tetm appears in claims 1.1‘, 12_'aud 13. Claim 11 is deemed representativn-.,'and is repro-
duced below reference, with the disputed in boldface: _

11. A televisionireceivier system comprising: . -

a_ first processor for receiving information of a selected television prograrn
' transmission and detecting a specific signal in said transmission based upon a -
location or pattern of_said_ specific in said transmission, said first -
processor being" programmed with infonznation of a varying location or tim-

ing‘ P““=‘.'-‘.5 - ' '

. a second processor operatively connected to said firstprocessor for receit_'- '
ing and processing information of said specific signal, and for identifying
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_ matioh by operating on data according to inf

i when and where" to pass said information based upon said information, and
passing said information. '

3) The Piarties’ Proposed (ionstructions and Arguments

_ PMC[GEMsrAn’s PROPOSED CoNs'nt_.._ DI-:rEidnANTs"PnoPosEo Consrn.I . .

A electronic. device that processes i.nfor- [not addressed]-

- . Post-‘Heatit_1g: The terms "first p_toces- '
sot”/“second rocessot"/“ roigessor" re uire_ - - P P . '9
no construction- .

sttuclions.

E [no change] .

I Plain riffs? I-ilariveyilvili chm at4i11;_]ointlS1_1n1ma1-y at 65-
Defendants urge that the construction of "processor" should apply to that tern] as‘ it appears

in claim 44. I ' I
1

According to the-]CiCS, the parties agree that “processoi” should defined as.“a digital

electronic device that processes information by operating on data according to._i_.nstruc1:1ons." JCCS I
I at 10. - I ' I I I I

b) - Discussion

As discussed above in connection with construction of the term "first processor means'’'

I called for in Harvey , a “.processot"_i.-1 “a digital electronic deviccithat processes information by

operating on data according to instructions.” That constrdcfion applies here.

c) Recommended Construction"

In View of the foregoing. therefore, the special master recommends rhatthe Court conclude. _ .
that:

A “processor” isia electronic dejvice that processes itifonnalion by ‘operat-
ing on data according to instructions. _ ' '
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ing one or more lines or a portion ofa line from dnevicleo that contain embedded digital signals;'’n - '

tl1e_claI.m uses the word “select1ng" —' not “accessmg" or "choosing" -— and Is readily understandable. '

Furtherrnore, the claim calls for “selecting portions of one or more lines,” not selecting ‘lone or

_ more lines or apottion of a line." - _ o

" As for the plaintiffs’ other contention that "changing the sriecific portions of said video lines '

that are selected” means that "the line receiver can be controlled or caused to change the lines or

portions of a line‘ that it examines for digital signals," again, that is_ not what the says.‘ The

claim uses ‘the words '“receiving" and “selecting,” not “e:Ita_mining."- Again, the claim calls fOt_“pOI-
. . I‘ . . - . ' . ,,

tions of one or more lines," not “one or more lines or a portion of a line.

' Finally, as for whether this terrn exclude; a "full field receiver" (whatever that ot not, that
is a question for the later infringement stage.

c) Recommended Cons truction-

'In View of the foregoing, ‘therefore, the special rnasterirecornmends that the Court conclude
that '

In the phrase “a line receiver for receiving * ‘ * and selecting * *. *,”'a "line re-

ceiver" is a device for receiving electrical signals. The claim expressly requires

that the "line receiver" have two functions: (1) “receiving a video signal of an
analog television transmission” and (2) ‘.‘selecl:ing portions of one or more lines
of said video that contain embedded signals." The claim also requires that the

“line receiver" be “capable of-changing the specific portions of said video lines
that are selected.” - I ' -

' SB. “alter its decryption pattern or technique"

This tenn appears in claim 17, below (the disputed term isinboldface):

system for controlling a decryptor, said system cornpiising: _

a "detector for receiving at leastia portion. of a television progtani
transmission, said program transmission comprising a program and _a plural-_

ity of signals emheddedin said transmission, said detector detecting said sig-
nals;
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I [l2t__O change]

. ' I

la decryptor operalively connected to said detector for receiving and decrypt-
ing said detected ‘signals; and '

U

a controller operatively connected to said decryptor for causing said de- -
cryptor to alter its decryption pattentor technique.I - .

a) The Parties’ Proposed Constructions and Arguments

-i_°M _ Gemsrasfis Pnorosen-Comsrn.

[T]he controller can cause the decryptor to alter The terrn "alter its decryption pattern‘ or _te_ch-
either the decryption key (pattern) or theidecryp-_ uique’_’-requires a-charlge in the decryption algo-
tiou algorithm (technique) used to -decrypt the rithni itself or in a plan or rnodel of which the
gig"-mg}, _. decryptor ispreinforrned and which determines

' g ' _ what bits of'a received rnessageare and are not
decrypted. This term should .be_ construed to

exclude merely changing the decryption key.

_'

. I _ . . Po§t-Hearing: [no change]

Plaintiffs’ Harvey VI Chart at 113; Defendants’ Harvey VI Chart at 67;j_oint at 49.

‘The plaintiffs say thahthe parties agree that the teizrns "decryption pattern or technique” and

“manner of decryption” should be interpreted consistently. The plaintiffs. contend "that "both of '

those terms should include both a decryption key (pattern) and algorithm (technique), and that the

defendants exclude a decryption key. The plaintiffs urge that their proposed 'construc'l:ion is consis-

tent special master Harmon's construction of the tenrt “controller operatively connected to said

decryptex for causing said decrypter to alter its decryption pattern or technique,” and that the 1.931. '_
' and 1937 specifications support their construction. In particular, the plaintiffs urge, example 4 of

the 1987 specification demonstrates that the disclosed system is capable of changing both its decryp-

tionipattenaagid technique. According to the plaintiffs, theldefendants ignore the intrinsic evidence‘.
and rely on. obscure, non-technical 'defin.itions_ to conclude that the term “pattern” refers ‘notto a

decryption key, but to a “plan "or mode l’ in which the receiver determines what to decrypt and what"

not to decrypt. According to the plaintiffs, the opinion of the defendants’ expert, MIL Arnold, is

incorrect because it ignores the-_expl.icit support set forth in the Harvey specifications demonstrating

' that “patterI1" corresponds to “ltey." Plaintiffs’ Opening Mar;eman'Bdef at'80—84.

Accordingito the.defendants, the dispute concerns _\ITl1&tllEI changing a key is "altedng a_ de-

cry'ption.” The defendants urge that a person of ordinary skill would understand that altering the
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